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. . . AND THE CHURCH ACTUALLY CHANGED: UNCOMMON WISDOM FOR PASTORS IN AN AGE OF 

DOUBT, DIVISION, AND DECLINE (820175)   Author: Standish, N. Graham.   The mainline church is in a drastic 

decline, and that decline is hitting clergy and churches on all sides of the theological debates. Pastors are struggling, and 

the ever-changing trends of ministry don't seem to be staunching the decline. This book arises out of N. Graham Standish's 

work as a spiritual director and coach to clergy of all denominations and traditions, and as the pastor of a healthy, growing, 

and somewhat alternative church for more than twenty-two years. He has helped pastors become healthier and more 

effective as they carry out the ministry to which they are uniquely called. This book addresses issues brought up by clergy 

themselves in his coaching work with them. Using an integrative approach to ministry, Standish draws on insights from 

counseling, spiritual direction, organizational development, and other fields. The book is written in the form of dialogues between a 

clergy coach and various clergy clients who are struggling in their ministry. Each chapter addresses a significant clergy leadership issue, 

yet the dialogue allows coach and pastor to deal with issues pragmatically by exploring both the big picture and the details of leading a 

healthy church. Chapters: Are we leading from a foundation?; Aare we in harmony with our DNA?; Resisting relationships; Writing the 

next few chapters; Can we change the system?; God actually is with you!; Transformational preaching and teaching; Leading them from 

here to there.   207 Pages. 

CALLING AND CHARACTER: VIRTUES OF THE ORDAINED LIFE (815062)   Author: Willimon, William H.   William 

Willimon discusses the topic of ethics as it relates to pastors. Chapters: Vocation; The character of clergy; The pastor in community; 

Crossbearing and the clergy. Includes subject and Scripture indexes.   182 Pages.    

CHANGEOVER ZONE: SUCCESSFUL PASTORAL TRANSITIONS (816085)   Author: Ozier, Jim and Griffith, Jim.   This book 

addresses the process of handing the baton of pastoral leadership from one person to the next, offering practical instructions and guidance 

for both clergy and congregations.   130 Pages.    

CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP: SPEAKING TO GOD FOR THE PEOPLE, SPEAKING TO THE PEOPLE FOR 

GOD (819057)   Author: Dunnam, Maxie.   Chapters: The vocation of leadership; The shape of our vocation; Lessons 

from the saints; What is good ministry?; The persons we are and the institutions we serve; The preacher and preaching; 

Out and about; Taking care of ourselves in the everyday; Little foxes that spoil the vines; Time - it is ours to receive, use, 

and manage; Staying alive all our ministry life - will you finish well? Larger than average print.   161 Pages. 

 

CLERGY SELF-CARE: FINDING A BALANCE FOR EFFECTIVE MINISTRY (812093)   Author: Oswald, Roy.   The author 

discusses self-care and the ministry, the stress of ministry, burnout and the ministry, self-care strategies, and implications for 

ministry.   222 Pages.    

ELEPHANT IN THE CHURCH: WHAT YOU DON'T SEE CAN KILL YOUR MINISTRY (814081)   Author: Stevenson-

Moessner, Jeanne and Dell, Mary Lynn.   'Elephant' refers to an obvious truth or issue that is ignored yet it occupies a large space in 

people's minds and hearts. Chapter titles: Elephants; A herd of elephants; Stampede (or 'You have destroyed our sweet little church'); The 

elephant that crushes your spirit - depression; Wild elephants that trample and crush - dealing with problematic parishioners; And the 

elephant in the room is . . . the preacher!   126 Pages.    
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EMOTIONALLY HEALTHY LEADER (818031)   Author: Scazzero, Peter.   How Transforming Your Inner Life Will Deeply 

Transform Your Church, Team, and the World. Peter Scazzero shows leaders how to develop a deep inner life, examining its profound 

implications for planning and decision-making, building teams, creating healthy culture, influencing others, and much more.   328 Pages. 

EXTRAORDINARY MINISTRY IN ORDINARY TIME: AN INVITATION TO RENEWAL FOR PASTORS 

(820034)   Author: Harnish, James A.   In this book, James Harnish offers wisdom from over four decades as a pastor. 

His desire is to help people in ministry develop spiritual practices and personal relationships that will enable them to 

experience joy throughout their ministry. This six-week study focuses on themes Harnish found crucial in over four 

decades of ministry: power, people, places, proclamation, perseverance, and promise. Daily readings help readers 

develop their own customized practices of spiritual formation to sustain and strengthen their life and ministry. Includes 

a guide for small-group gatherings.   144 Pages. 

FEED MY SHEPHERDS: SPIRITUAL HEALING AND RENEWAL FOR THOSE IN CHRISTIAN 

LEADERSHIP (814209)   Author: Wuellner, Flora Slosson.   Chapters: Spiritual desolation in Christian leadership; The heart of 

Christian spirituality; Spiritual release or spiritual abuse?; Incarnational spirituality; Depth healing -- the leader's urgent need; Walking 

with Christ to deep, wounded memories; Spiritual exhaustion and depth renewal; Our deepest flaw, our greatest gift; Spiritual protection 

in toxic relationships; Spiritual discipline or spiritual response?; Breath, bread, and blessing.   191 Pages.    

FLOURISHING IN MINISTRY: HOW TO CULTIVATE CLERGY WELLBEING (821010)   Author: Bloom, 

Matt.   Pastoral work can be stressful, tough, demanding, sometimes misunderstood, and often underappreciated and 

underpaid. Ministers devote themselves to caring for their congregations, often at the expense of caring for 

themselves. Studies consistently show that physical health among clergy is significantly worse than among adults who 

are not in ministry. This book offers clergy and those who support them practical advice for not just surviving this 

grueling profession, but thriving in it. Matt Bloom, director of the Flourishing in Ministry project, shares 

groundbreaking research from more than a decade of study. Flourishing in Ministry project draws on more than five 

thousand surveys and three hundred in-depth interviews with clergy across denominations, ages, races, genders, and 

years of practice in ministry. It distills this deep research into easily understandable stages of flourishing that can be 

practiced at any stage in ministry or ministry formation. Chapters: Daily wellbeing; Resilience; Authenticity; Thriving – meaning, 

purpose, and connectedness; Pathways to ministry; Living a calling and becoming a pastor; Social support; The ‘stages’ of ministry; A 

way forward. Includes bibliography and index.   128 Pages. 

GIFTED PASTOR: FINDING AND USING YOUR SPIRITUAL GIFTS (807021)   Author: Carter, Kenneth H., Jr.   Chapter titles: 

Spiritual gifts and you; Spiritual gifts--the classic texts from scripture; Scripture and spiritual gifts--journaling and self-discovery; 

Spiritual gifts--some conversation partners; A process for spiritual gift identification; Spiritual gifts--some words of caution; Teaching 

sermons on spiritual gifts; A consumer's guide to spiritual gift resources and inventories; The journey toward our spiritual gifts; A sending 

forth--spiritual gifts without easy answers; A blessing.   190 Pages.    

GUIDE TO MINISTRY SELF-CARE: NEGOTIATING TODAY'S CHALLENGES WITH RESILIENCE AND 

GRACE (819007)   Author: Olson, Rosell, Marsh, and Jackson.   Chapters: Ministering during a rummage sale after a 

perfect storm; Self-care in a variety of ministries; Burnout and compassion fatigue; Stress; A starting place - resilience; 

Spiritual self-care; Relational self-care; Physical self-care; Self-care through inner wisdom; Self-care through laughter 

and play; Financial self-care; Intellectual self-care; Basic steps to self-care; A theology of self-care. Includes 

bibliography and index.   232 Pages. 

 

HEALTH, HOLINESS, AND WHOLENESS FOR MINISTRY LEADERS (820181)   Author: Matthews, John; 

Gutierrez, Kristina; Peterson, Ross.   Chapters: The brightest and best; Our season of disrespect – not so great 

expectations; The lesson from the twenty-minute honeymoon; Preparation for the journey; An overview of health in 

ministry; Self-care vs. self-concern; Health summarized – wholeness, happiness, and weightlessness; An overview of 

excellence in ministry; The first principle of excellence – the separation of self and role; The overlap – self and role 

together; The personal benefits of the first principle; The second principle of excellence – always choose strength; The 

third principle of excellence – straight from Jesus—‘Judge not;’ Three applications – gossip, weddings, and routine 

pastoral calls; Three more applications – conflict, staff communications, and friendship; Two applications to current 

ministry concerns – social media and financial management; Commitment, momentum, and beyond.   148 Pages. 

PASTOR AS SPIRITUAL GUIDE (807214)   Author: Rice, Howard.   This book is for all clergy and others in Christian leadership 

roles who want to discover a fresh approach to doing pastoral ministry, to learn spiritual self-care skills to avoid burnout, to approach their 

work with more imagination and understanding of spiritual guidance, and to measure ministerial 'success' in new ways.   205 Pages. 



PASTOR'S FAMILY: SHEPHERDING YOUR FAMILY THROUGH THE CHALLENGES OF PASTORAL MINISTRY 

(815188)   Author: Croft, Brian and Cara.   Featuring insights from the perspective of both a pastor and his wife, this book identifies the 

complicated burdens and expectations that ministry brings to the life of a family and offers hope for struggling families. Includes 

discussion questions.   171 Pages.    

PASTOR'S GUIDE TO EFFECTIVE MINISTRY (805118)   Author: Willimon, William, and others.   Thirteen chapters by a variety 

of authors: Personal soul care; Soul care and ministry vitality--perspective of a pastor's wife; Physical and emotional health; The need to 

flee--for purity's sake; Personal financial stewardship; Call and vision--keeping the big picture; Preaching in a postmodern culture; 

Pastoral leadership and administration; Pastoral/congregational care in the 21st Century; New paradigms for pastoral care; Fundamentals 

of pastoral counseling; The pastor's planner--striking the balance; Implementing God's vision for new horizons.   151 Pages.    

PATH TO BELONGING: OVERCOMING CLERGY LONELINESS (822014)   Author: DuChene, Mary Kay and 

Sundby, Mark.   Chapters: What is loneliness?; The impact of loneliness; The clergy life; Learning to think differently; 

The essentials of belonging; The spirituality connection; Being wise about loneliness; Resilience matters; What 

congregations can do; A word to denominations and judicatories. Includes bibliography.   190 Pages. 

 

PROFESSIONAL CHRISTIAN: BEING FULLY YOURSELF IN THE SPOTLIGHT OF PUBLIC MINISTRY 

(823003)   Author: Bereza, Sarah.   This book gathers the wisdom from fifty church leaders in a variety of roles on 

topics such as authenticity, privacy, boundaries, doubt, self-care, and the challenges of being held to a higher standard. 

The stories, advice, and wisdom from these leaders help to show us that thriving in ministry should not have to come at 

the expense of our identity and relationships. Chapters: The foundation for being fully ourselves; Power, pedestals, and 

other complications of professional ministry; Authenticity, sincerity, and other ways to imagine how to be ourselves; 

Communicating with neighbors we know – and those we don’t; Skewed reality or a slice of life?; For the sake of our 

neighbors; Sharing our valleys with others (or not); Fully present is fully ourselves. Includes questions for reflection 

and discussion.   187 Pages. 

REST IN THE STORM: SELF-CARE STRATEGIES FOR CLERGY AND OTHER CAREGIVERS (808089)   Author: Jones, 

Kirk Byron.   Chapter titles: Naming the pain; Confessing and confronting self-violence; The back of the boat; Getting to the back of the 

boat; The sacred place; Savoring pace life-lines; Being still; The stillness within the stillness; The blessing of the back of the boat; Four 

critical questions; The one thing that is everything; Let there be laughter!   131 Pages.    

SABBATH KEEPING: FINDING FREEDOM IN THE RHYTHMS OF REST (805001)   Author: Baab, Lynne.   Six months in Iran 

and eighteen months in Israel, where all activity stops on every seventh day, began the author's twenty-five-year embrace of a rhythm of 

rest--as a stay-at-home mom, as a professional writer working out of her home, as a student and as a vocational minister of the gospel. 

With collected insights from Christian history and sabbath keepers of all ages and backgrounds, this book offers a practical and hopeful 

guide for all of us to slow down and enjoy our relationship with the God of the universe. Four Jewish sabbath prayers are provided. 

Includes discussion questions.   132 Pages.    

SAFE SANCTUARIES FOR MINISTERS: BEST PRACTICES AND ETHICAL DECISIONS 

(810001)   Author: Melton, Joy Thornburg.   This book explores three large areas of special concern to clergy and 

church: 1) counseling and the potential improprieties within the counseling relationship; 2) finances and the potential 

improprieties related to church finance; 3) sexuality and potential for sexual misconduct. By exploring the connection 

between various areas of boundary violations, the author seeks to help clergy balance leadership, integrity, and 

accountability in all that ministers do today. Chapter titles: The ministry of Christian discipleship; Scriptural 

foundations for setting aside the clergy; Financial standards in professional ministry; Interpersonal relationships; 

Legal costs of ethical failures; Building best practices for ministry.   108 Pages.    

SPIRITUAL LEADER'S GUIDE TO SELF-CARE (807133)   Author: Melander, Rochelle and Eppley, Harold.   This book is a 

companion for clergy, lay leaders, and others who would like guidance about how to make changes in their personal life and ministry. It 

addresses six themes: Creating a life vision; Caring for yourself at work; Nurturing your relationships; Caring for your physical and 

material needs; Caring for your spiritual and intellectual needs; Sustaining a life vision.   225 Pages.    

SPIRITUAL PREPARATION FOR CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP (807017)   Author: Hinson, E. Glenn.   The author examines the 

spiritual preparation of the ordinary people invited to become Christian leaders and saints. Chapter titles: Is spiritual formation needed?; 

Spiritual formation of Christian leaders in history; The main thing: a relationship with God; Holding yourself accountable; Making the 

most of your time; Maintaining balance; Sexuality and spirituality; Spiritual reading, listening, and seeing; Seeking solitude and silence; 

Sharing the journey; What the world and the Church needs most; Personality and spirituality.   219 Pages.    



STEPPING ASIDE, MOVING AHEAD: SPIRITUAL AND PRACTICAL WISDOM FOR CLERGY RETIREMENT 

(816091)   Author: Harper, Steve.   Steve Harper provides guidance for any clergyperson within a decade of retirement.   140 Pages.    

STRENGTHENING THE SOUL OF YOUR LEADERSHIP: SEEKING GOD IN THE CRUCIBLE OF 

MINISTRY (819013)   Author: Barton, Ruth Haley.  Chapters: When leaders lose their souls; What lies beneath; The 

place of our own conversion; The practice of paying attention; The conundrum of calling; Guiding others on the 

spiritual journey; Living within limits; Spiritual rhythms in the life of the leader; Leadership as intercession; The 

loneliness of leadership; From isolation to leadership community; Finding God's will together; Reenvisioning the 

Promised Land. Includes discussion questions for group study and 'How Is It With Your Soul?,' an assessment 

questionnaire.   251 Pages. 

STRUGGLE IS REAL: HOW TO CARE FOR MENTAL AND RELATIONAL HEALTH NEEDS IN THE 

CHURCH (818168)   Author: Clinton, Tim and Pingleton, Jared, editors.   Chapters: How to assess the mental and 

relational health needs in your church; How to prepare pastors for mental and relational health ministry; How to 

understand major mental health disorders; How to understand basic bio-physiological issues in mental and relational 

health; How to develop and maintain personal and professional boundaries in ministry; How to develop an 

effective regimen of self-care in people-helping ministries; How to develop the art of making an effective referral; 

How to develop an effective . . . lay counseling ministry; multicultural ministry; substance abuse recovery ministry; 

eating disorders recovery ministry; grief recovery ministry; military family support ministry; trauma recovery 

ministry; suicide awareness and crisis response ministry; sexual integrity ministry; marriage mentoring ministry; 

blended family support ministry; divorce recovery ministry; women's mentoring ministry; men's mentoring ministry; support ministry for 

parents of autistic and special needs children; support ministry for adoptive and foster parents; church-based wellness ministry; How to 

develop effective connections with community mental health resources.   411 Pages. 

SURVIVING THE STAINED-GLASS JUNGLE (819068)   Author: Self, William.   Chapters: With singleness of heart - the call to 

ministry; Squirrels in the attic and water in the basement - dealing with criticism; The loneliest person in the sanctuary; On being pursued 

by the black dog - dealing with depression and burnout; It's okay to be okay - the pastor's own self-care; Now abideth administration, 

counseling and preaching but the greatest of these is preaching - the importance and power of preaching - how to find your own voice; 

The church is worth the effort!; Leadership - what I learned from a Jewish delicatessen - it all starts at the top; Fleecing the sheep for fun 

and profit - raising money; The pastorate is a marathon and not a sprint - the power of a long pastorate - relationships and dealing with a 

crisis in the congregation; How to keep the home fires burning - the pastor's own family; The view from Mount Nebo - will it matter that 

you lived and served?   134 Pages. 

SWITCH OFF: THE CLERGY GUIDE TO PRESERVING ENERGY AND PASSION FOR MINISTRY 

(816191)   Author: Bradley, Heather and Grogan, Miriam Bamberger.   This book examines the challenges clergy 

most commonly face and uses story vignettes to illustrate possible solutions. In this step-by-step process, readers learn 

to develop new habits in order to manage others' expectations and to unwind complex personal situations. It also 

includes coaching exercises for readers to practice what they learn, plus diagrams and other tools to help readers make 

real change in their lives.   91 Pages.    

 

TIME AWAY: A GUIDE FOR PERSONAL RETREAT (816111)   Author: Johnson, Ben Campbell and Lang, Paul.  Chapter titles:  

What is a retreat?;  Why go on a retreat?;  Preparing for a retreat;  Creating a plan for your retreat -- a half-day or day retreat, when plans 

don't work out, an overnight retreat, a five-day retreat;  Retreat at a monastery;  Entering the silence;  Returning from time away -- 15 

watchwords;  Lesson plans for a class on personal retreats; A retreat leader's resource.  143 Pages. 

UNHURRIED LEADER: THE LASTING FRUIT OF DAILY INFLUENCE (817287)   Author: Fadling, Alan.   Chapters: Becoming 

an unhurried leader; Leading from abundance; Leading in His presence; Vision of God, vision from God; Questions that unhurry leaders; 

Unhurried influence; How grace empowers leadership; Unhurrying our thoughts; Prayer as primary influence; Working with God. 

Includes questions for reflection.   180 Pages. 

WINDS OF PROMISE: BUILDING AND MAINTAINING STRONG CLERGY FAMILIES (807120)   Author: Wimberly, Anne E 

Streaty and Wimberly, Edward.   Chapter titles: Toward the winds of promise--a starting point; Facing forward--story-sharing and 

building practices of resilience; Meeting expectations; Moving; Making family life count; Meaning-making in parsonage living; 

Managing catastrophic events and other devastating circumstances; The journey forward--a matter of time. Includes 

bibliography.   163 Pages.    


